
Lighting Techniques For Theatre In The
Round: Application Techniques Series
Theatre in the round, also known as arena theatre, is a unique and
immersive form of theatre where the audience surrounds the stage on all
sides. This intimate setting demands specialized lighting techniques to
create a cohesive and captivating theatrical experience. In this
comprehensive guide, we will delve into the art of lighting theatre in the
round, exploring innovative techniques, illuminating strategies, and
practical tips to enhance your productions and captivate audiences.
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Understanding the Challenges of 360-Degree Lighting

Lighting theatre in the round presents unique challenges compared to
traditional proscenium theatre. The primary obstacle lies in the absence of
a traditional upstage and downstage, which requires lighting designers to
approach illumination from all angles.
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Additionally, the proximity of the audience to the stage necessitates careful
consideration of spill light and glare. Designers must balance the need for
effective illumination with the comfort and safety of patrons.

Essential Lighting Techniques for Theatre in the Round

To illuminate theatre in the round effectively, several essential lighting
techniques are employed:

1. Perimeter Lighting

Perimeter lighting, also known as ground row lighting, is a crucial element
in theatre in the round. It provides basic illumination for the stage and helps
define the performance space. Perimeter lights are typically positioned
around the perimeter of the playing area, either on the floor or suspended
overhead.

2. Overhead Lighting

Overhead lighting, often referred to as booms or battens, is used to create
general illumination and establish specific lighting states. Overhead lights
can be positioned at various heights and angles to achieve different effects,
such as mimicking sunlight or creating atmospheric moods.

3. Cross-Lighting

Cross-lighting, the use of multiple lights from different angles, is a versatile
technique in theatre in the round. By crossing lights, designers can create
depth, highlight specific areas of the stage, and sculpt the actors' forms.

4. Backlighting



Backlighting, achieved by placing lights behind the actors, can add
dimensionality, separate performers from the background, and create
dramatic silhouettes. Backlighting is particularly effective in theatre in the
round as it allows for full visibility of the actors from all angles.

5. Special Effects Lighting

Special effects lighting encompasses a wide range of techniques, including
gobos, projections, and color washes, to create specific effects and
enhance the storytelling. Gobos, metal or glass templates, can project
patterns or shapes onto the stage, while projections can extend the visual
landscape and create immersive environments.

Scenic Lighting for Theatre in the Round

Lighting designers in theatre in the round must also consider the scenery
and its impact on the lighting design. Scenic elements can be utilized to
create natural lighting cues, such as windows or doorways, and to reflect or
absorb light, altering the overall illumination of the stage.

Collaboration between the lighting designer and scenic designer is
essential to ensure that the scenic elements and lighting design work
harmoniously to support the production's vision.

Practical Considerations for Lighting Theatre in the Round

Beyond the technical aspects of lighting theatre in the round, practical
considerations play a significant role in successful execution:

1. Equipment Selection



Selecting the appropriate lighting equipment is crucial. Fixtures should be
chosen based on their output, beam spread, and color temperature to meet
the specific requirements of the performance space.

2. Rigging and Safety

Rigging and safety are paramount in theatre in the round. Lighting
instruments must be securely mounted and suspended to prevent
accidents. Additionally, careful consideration must be given to cable
management to minimize trip hazards and maintain a clean and safe work
environment.

3. Collaboration and Communication

Effective collaboration between all members of the production team,
including the director, scenic designer, and actors, is essential for
successful lighting design. Open communication ensures that the lighting
design complements the overall production concept and serves the artistic
vision.

Lighting theatre in the round is an art form that requires specialized
techniques, meticulous planning, and a deep understanding of the unique
challenges and opportunities of this immersive theatrical experience. By
mastering the essential lighting techniques, considering scenic elements,
and addressing practical considerations, lighting designers can create
captivating and cohesive productions that transport audiences into the
world of the play.

Remember, lighting in theatre in the round is not merely about illumination;
it is an integral part of storytelling, enhancing the emotional impact, and
guiding the audience's perception of the production. By embracing the



techniques and principles outlined in this guide, you will empower yourself
to create unforgettable and transformative theatrical experiences.
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The Race to Control Cyberspace: Bill Gates's
Plan for a Digital Divide
Bill Gates has a vision for the future of the internet. In his book, The Road
Ahead, he argues that the internet will become increasingly important...
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My 40 Year Career On Screen And Behind The
Camera
I've been working in the entertainment industry for over 40 years, and in
that time I've had the opportunity to work on both sides of the camera.
I've...
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